
CONTRAST IN MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM ESSAY

Essay Preview. The concept of contrast plays an important role throughout Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Shakespeare provides many examples.

Like the ying-yang, one cannot live without the other. The characters struggle between reason and irrationality
in their love lives, and in how they respond to other problems that arise in the play. Such separation as may
well be said Becomes a virtuous bachelor and a maid. Along with love and passion the fairy world is also
susceptible to other emotions running wild. You may think of clowns, or a court jester of ancient times.
Attributes like adventure, romance, fear, foolishness, and mockery are all things suppressed by Athens and
welcomed by the fairy woods. This leaves Helena by herself to ponder the nature of love. Theseus, the king of
Athens, is the highest symbol of law and order in his kingdom. This type of love is driven by pride and
selfishness, and consequently changes quickly and easily. Hoffman added these things to make it his own
originality. Hamnet, his only son, died at age eleven. Clearly, by these quotes alone, Helena is a follower and
Hermia is followed. In the play there was no nudity and washing of clothes during that time. This story is
about two twin boys who were separated at a young age, only to be ironically reunited. After winning a war
with another kingdom, he chooses to marry their queen, Hippolyta. Egeus most likely based his decision on
economic, political, and social factors in his choosing of Demetrius. This emphasizes the supernatural,
whimsical atmosphere of the play. Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, ,  Oberon, king of the fairies, is
the quintessential symbol of human impulsiveness. His acts caused high tension because they conjured results
that were completely antagonistic to the natural roles of the characters. None of the trademark holders are
affiliated with this website. In short Athens represents the desire to suppress feelings and impulses and to
make decisions based on logic. The Mechanicals help relieve tension, builds plot and elaborates on the main
theme This occurrence is contrasting because Titania represents wisdom and logic, yet acts foolishly in her
infatuation with Bottom. His use of two distinct settings: one signifying the harsh, colorless world of
responsibility and obligation and one suggesting a world of illusion where almost anything is possible, a place
where all conflicts are magically resolved. That myth is more potent than history.


